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besides splitting the project into scenes, genres,
and compositions, you can also add titles using a
template provided by pinnacle and a few generic
titles. you can specify which title will play first,

last, or only once. the project panel is a bit sparse,
with no categories and an unclear color coding.

there's a showplay button to project the movie to
youtube or facebook as you edit, but it doesn't

work yet on windows. double-click the timeline to
scrub through the video. the standard speed
controls are found under the preview control

panel. you can navigate the timeline by control-
clicking, and you can zoom in on or out of the

timeline via the zoom track control. the timeline
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markers are kind of difficult to understand at first,
but they're eventually pretty clear. audio is

transcoded (if you use ac3 or aac sound, that is),
and delivered as ac3. you can view the codec,
sampling rate, and bitrate in the audio-quality
control panel. you can choose from a range of

down-sampling rates, from 8 to 20 samples per
second. scenes are named by the director, with

"stills 1" and "stills 2" and so on. genres are listed
under scenes, and can have a date range as well
as a description and a number, such as "travel:
from asia to australia" and "travel, 1990-2000."

each composition has various parameters,
including the desired resolution and frame rate,
the number of tracks, the effects used, the time
per scene, the title, and other things. you can

create transition effects such as fades, dissolves,
and dissolves. these are nested inside effects

such as the effects used for the composition and
effects used for the title. titles can include trailers,

text, music, and even logos.
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when you have several people in the same room,
you need to know how to tell them apart. this

photo merge application can help you, combining
faces and objects to form a unique result. before

you hand it to someone, you can adjust the
definition of the result, pick what to preserve, and
then add text and symbols for extra information.
with pinnacle studio ultimate, you can rotate a
subject 360 degrees in seconds and have full

control of how to align and place that rotation on
your still, as well as how to auto-unrotate after
you finish. this new feature works even if you

don’t have a tripod. auto-unrotate is smart: when
you shoot a subject from behind, it might have its

hands in its pocket, which would rotate with it.
with the rotation option, you can correct this and
avoid awkward moments. multicam capture will
capture each angle of your event and place the

frame you choose on the timeline of your
multicam video project. this feature is particularly
useful if you’re recording from several different

angles with a multi-camera setup. you can easily
create clips from these video clips so you can
move, crop, or rotate them, as you can with
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individual clips. pinnacle studio ultimate lets you
add three professional-grade camera feeds to

your timeline at once. with the addition of wide-
angle feeds, you can now shoot a 2d video flip
with one camera, or shoot multiple angles for a

true 3d effect. get software that gives you instant,
easy access to your content across the most

popular platforms, from dvd to the web. you can
quickly drag and drop your files into pinnacle

studio's video editor, where you can add titles,
effects, transitions, music, and effects. and

pinnacle studio includes the advanced tools you
need to edit your videos like a pro. free-form

editing lets you make edits on the fly. you can
enter timecode, change the speed or reverse the
video, and even record your own voiceover. for

advanced editing, you can use the well-designed
timeline, transition, and project preview tools. just

click to speed, trim, zoom, pan, add titles, and
preview your video. supports: mpeg-1, mpeg-2,

divx, h.264, wmv, mp4, hd, dvcpro hd, dvda, dvb,
mts, avchd, dvde, mov, mpeg, vob, avi, flv, mkv,

divx, m2ts, alac, m4v, mov, xvid, and other
formats that can play on windows. microsoft

windows xp-7, intel pentium 4 or higher intel core
2 duo, amd athlon 64 x2, or intel core 2 duo

5ec8ef588b
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